Reinventing Cell Penetrating Peptides Using Glycosylated Methionine Sulfonium Ion Sequences
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ACSTRACT: Cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) are intriguing molecules that have received much attention, both in terms of mechanistic analysis and as transporters for intracellular therapeutic delivery. Most CPPs contain an abundance of cationic charged residues, typically arginine, where the amino acid compositions, rather than specific sequences, tend to determine their ability to enter cells. Hydrophobic residues are often added to cationic sequences to create efficient CPPs, but typically at the penalty of increased cytotoxicity. Here, we examined polypeptides containing glycosylated, cationic derivatives of methionine, where we found these hydrophilic polypeptides to be surprisingly effective as CPPs and to also possess low cytotoxicity. X-ray analysis of how these new polypeptides interact with lipid membranes revealed that the incorporation of sterically demanding hydrophilic cationic groups in polypeptides is an unprecedented new concept for design of potent CPPs.

INTRODUCTION

Many natural cell penetrating peptides (CPPs) and synthetic CPP mimics are based on molecules containing multiple guanidinium groups, where the specific H-bonding properties of guanidinium ions impart these molecules with the ability to cross cell membranes.5−7 In the case of poly(arginine), cell uptake is maximal when chains are approximately 9 to 15 residues long, while longer chains show progressively diminished cell uptake and increased cytotoxicity.4,5 The significance of polycationic H-bonding and chain length in determining CPP activity was found to arise from packing of multiple guanidinium groups. Recent X-ray experiments, in conjunction with QM and MD simulations,6 have shown that the multivalent H-bonding of guanidinium allows it to strongly interact with multiple lipid components thereby causing poly(arginine) to generate saddle-shaped, negative Gaussian curvature (positive and negative curvature in orthogonal directions, vide infra), which is geometrically necessary for membrane translocation events such as pore formation as well as invaginated morphologies that occur during endocytosis.5−8 These results suggest that the paradigm for CPP design requires molecules containing multiple functional groups that will generate negative Gaussian curvature in lipid membranes, as currently best exemplified by poly(guanidinium) species.

Other polycationic molecules that lack guanidinium groups, such as poly(lysine), are typically poor CPPs since they can only generate cylinder-shaped, negative mean curvature (vide infra), which is a necessary but insufficient condition for negative Gaussian curvature.7,8 The CPP activity of such molecules can be improved through incorporation of hydrophobic groups that generate positive curvature by inserting into lipid membranes, where the resulting combination of negative and positive curvature results in negative Gaussian curvature.6,8,9 Such cationic and hydrophobic molecules can be efficient CPPs, yet they typically show higher cytotoxicity compared to poly-(guanidinium) molecules lacking hydrophobic groups.6,9 While there have been significant recent advances in the development of cell transporter polymers containing diverse cationic groups that include guanidinium,10 phosphonium,11,12 and sulfonium,13 all of these materials behave according to the principles described above. Namely, incorporation of hydrophobic groups leads to increased cell transporter activity and increased cytotoxicity, while incorporation of hydrophilic groups decreases cytotoxicity, but also decreases or does not improve cell transporter activity.14 At present, there are no CPPs that circumvent this trade-off.

Realizing that negative Gaussian curvature generation in membranes is a characteristic of all CPP molecules,15 and that this property may be achieved via different molecular structures, we reasoned that other chemical motifs beyond guanidinium may be effective, or even superior, at generating this type of curvature. To test this idea, we used our recently reported method of methionine alkylation for facile introduction of different chemical functional groups in polypeptides to obtain a variety of stable sulfonium containing polypeptides as new candidate CPPs.15 These sulfonium cations, unlike guanidinium groups, are distinct in that they cannot use H-bonding to induce membrane curvature. These methionine functionalizations are simple reactions that are compatible with many functional groups, use an inexpensive, natural amino acid, and, as with CPPs, utilize a degradable peptide backbone.16,17 Furthermore, alkylated poly-(methionine) sulfoniums are polycationic species, which is a...
critical requirement for strong membrane binding in CPPs.\textsuperscript{18} Our objective was to use poly(methionine) sulfoniums as a new peptide platform to test the ability of different cationic groups to impart cell penetrating properties.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

We prepared a number of poly(I-methionine) derivatives (M\textsubscript{X,A}) that varied in chain length (n), added functionality (R), and degree of alkylation (x) (Figure 1). Using literature methods,\textsuperscript{17} poly(I-methionine) chains were prepared with average lengths ranging from 10 to 60 residues (see Table S1). These chains were then reacted with alkylation reagents in different quantities (see Table S2), to obtain the functionalized polypeptides shown in Figure 1.\textsuperscript{15} All glycosylated M\textsubscript{X,A} polypeptides studied were water-soluble and adopted disordered conformations in solution, except for derivatives that were less than 50 mol % modified, which were partially \(\alpha\)-helical and showed diminished solubility (see Figure S1). M\textsubscript{X,A} polypeptides alkylated with hydrophobic groups were water soluble only when near 100 mol % modified. We chose the alkylation functional groups to include a neutral methyl group, hydrophobic allyl and benzyl groups, and hydrophilic monosaccharides. These functional groups were water soluble only when near 100 mol % modified, except for derivatives that were less than 50 mol % modified, which were partially \(\alpha\)-helical and showed diminished solubility (see Figure S2).

Initial studies on 100 mol % hydrophobically modified polypeptides M\textsubscript{X,60} M\textsubscript{A,60} and M\textsubscript{G,60} revealed that these samples were toxic at elevated concentrations to PC3 cells, a prostate cancer cell line (see Figure S2). In this assay, the nona-arginine peptide, R\textsubscript{9}, was minimally toxic at the concentrations tested, while a longer poly(I-homoarginine)\textsubscript{60}, R\textsubscript{60}, showed marked toxicity, which is likely due to its long chain length and high density of cationic groups.\textsuperscript{8-10} The least hydrophobic sample, M\textsubscript{G,60}, was the least toxic of the three, which encouraged testing of the more hydrophilic M\textsubscript{Gal,10} and M\textsubscript{Glc,60} polypeptides in an effort to identify samples with good cell compatibility. PC3 cell viability studies were next carried out using M\textsubscript{Gal,10} and M\textsubscript{Glc,60} polypeptides that, due to their good water solubility, could be either 50 mol % or 100 mol % glycosylated for each length (Figure 2). The hydrophilic, 100% glycosylated M\textsubscript{Gal,60} was also quite toxic at elevated concentrations, likely for reasons similar to those for longer R\textsubscript{60}. The shorter 100% glycosylated M\textsubscript{Gal,10} was only marginally toxic compared to similar length R\textsubscript{9}. The 50% glycosylated M\textsubscript{Gal} polypeptides were found to be less cytotoxic compared to corresponding 100% glycosylated versions, with 50% M\textsubscript{Gal,60} showing negligible toxicity similar to that of R\textsubscript{9} (Figure 2). In the 50% glycosylated samples, improved cell compatibility is likely due to fewer cationic groups, even though these were replaced with hydrophilic methionine residues that normally would be expected to increase cytotoxicity.\textsuperscript{9} The corresponding M\textsubscript{Glc} polypeptides gave PC3 cell viabilities that were similar to those of the M\textsubscript{Gal} samples.

Our cell viability studies showed that glycosylated and methylated polypeptides (M\textsubscript{Gal}, M\textsubscript{Glc}, and M\textsubscript{X}) were the most promising for further evaluation. Initial experiments in PC3 cells comparing cell uptake of 100% functionalized M\textsubscript{X,60} and 100% M\textsubscript{Gal,60} revealed that these samples differed greatly, with 100% M\textsubscript{Gal,60} possessing far superior uptake properties (see Figure S3). Focusing on the M\textsubscript{Gal} samples, we varied their degree of glycosylation from 100 to 50%, and also their average chain length from 10 to 60 residues to see how cell uptake properties were affected. We found that decreasing glycosylation from 100 to 50%, regardless of chain length, correlated with improved cell uptake (see Figure S4), and that chain length variation for 50% M\textsubscript{Gal} samples had a minimal effect on cell uptake (see Figure S5). These intriguing results showed that 50% M\textsubscript{Gal,10} possesses an optimal combination of minimal cytotoxicity and high cell uptake, and warranted further evaluation as a CPP.

We compared 50% M\textsubscript{Gal,10} against the benchmark CPP R\textsubscript{9}, which also has low toxicity and excellent cell uptake properties. Different concentrations of fluorescently labeled 50% M\textsubscript{Gal,10} or R\textsubscript{9} (ca. 1 mol % label per residue) were incubated with PC3 cells for 1 h in serum free medium, followed by imaging using laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) (Figure 3, see Figure S6) and differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy (see Figure S7). At all concentrations, 50% M\textsubscript{Gal,10} showed significantly greater cell uptake compared to R\textsubscript{9}, and especially proved to be a more efficient CPP at lower peptide concentrations (Figure 3G). Note that both samples showed similar types of uptake in these cells including both punctate and diffuse fluorescence within the cell bodies. Excellent uptake was also found in HeLa cells for 50% M\textsubscript{Gal,10} showing that its CPP activity is not specific to a single cell type (see Figure S8). Comparison of 50% M\textsubscript{Gal,10} and 50% M\textsubscript{Glc,10} further showed that the specific monosaccharide was not important as both samples had similar uptake in PC3 cells (see Figure S9). Specific
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**Figure 1.** Synthesis of cationic poly(I-methionine) derivatives (M\textsubscript{X,A}) using different alkylation reagents (R = X = Br, OTf). x = degree of polymerization. y = mole fractions of different residue types.
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**Figure 2.** Relative survival of PC3 cells incubated for 5 h with polypeptide samples. Polypeptides studied were R\textsubscript{9} (orange), 50% M\textsubscript{Gal,10} (light blue), 100% M\textsubscript{Gal,10} (green), 50% M\textsubscript{Glc,60} (dark blue), 100% M\textsubscript{Gal,60} (yellow), and R\textsubscript{60} (red). Cell survival was determined using the MTS assay, and amino acid concentrations were used in order to equate samples with different chain lengths. Error bars represent the standard deviation from an average of three measurements.
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Figure 4. 100% glycosylated MGal polypeptides generate negative Gaussian curvature and negative mean curvature in lipid membranes similar to arginine based cell-penetrating peptides. (A) SAXS spectra of 100% MGal10 with DOPE/DOPC/DOPS = X/(80 − X)/20, where X = % DOPE, membranes at peptide to lipid (P/L) = 1/50, molar ratio. In membranes enriched with negative spontaneous curvature lipids, X = 80% DOPE, 100% MGal10 generated the inverted hexagonal phase. In reduced PE membranes, X = 70% and 60%, coexisting Pn3m cubic and inverted hexagonal phases are present, while a lamellar phase is observed at X = 40%. See Table S3 for lattice parameters of phases. (B) Phase diagram for 100% MGal10 with DOPE/DOPC/DOPS membranes as a function of P/L ratio and DOPE content. Overall, nonlamellar inverted hexagonal and cubic phases are observed over a substantial region of the phase diagram. The general phase progression is lamellar, L
→ cubic, Qn
→ inverted hexagonal, Hn, with increasing membrane DOPE. (C) Analogous SAXS spectra for longer chain 100% MGal60 with DOPE/DOPC/DOPS = X/(80 − X)/20 membranes, at P/L = 1/450. Nonlamellar cubic and inverted hexagonal phases are only observed in X = 80% DOPE membranes. (D) Phase diagram for 100% MGal60 with DOPE/DOPC/DOPS membranes shows that increasing the chain length strongly reduces the ability of MGal polypeptides to generate negative Gaussian curvature and negative mean curvature. (E) Surfaces with different curvatures. The cylinder (green) has c1 < 0, and c2 = 0 everywhere, so it has negative mean curvature, H = (1/2)(c1 + c2) < 0, and zero Gaussian curvature, K = c1c2 > 0. Saddle surfaces (blue) have c1 < 0, and c2 > 0, so they are rich in negative Gaussian curvature, K < 0, while a plane (red) has H = K = 0 everywhere. Inverted hexagonal phases have cylindrical membrane surfaces, bicontinuous cubic phases have saddle-shaped membrane surfaces, and lamellar phase membranes are flat.

Figure 5. Comparison of phase behavior between 50% glycosylated MGal10 and R10 polypeptides. (A) SAXS spectra of 50% MGal10 with DOPE/DOPC/DOPS = X/(80 − X)/20 membranes, at P/L = 1/50. Coexisting cubic and inverted hexagonal phases are present in X ≥ 60% DOPE membranes, while 50% MGal10 displayed negligible ability to restructure X = 40% membranes. (B) Phase diagram of 50% MGal10 with DOPE/DOPC/DOPS membranes for different P/L and % DOPE. Overall, this phase diagram is similar to the one for 100% MGal10, yet 50% MGal10 has a greater ability to generate negative Gaussian curvature over a broader range of membrane compositions. (C) R10 polypeptide at P/L = 1/50 ratio. In X = 70% DOPE, R10 generated lamellar phases, and in 80% DOPE membranes additional Pn3m cubic and inverted hexagonal phases are present. (D) Phase diagram for R10 with DOPE/DOPC/DOPS membranes shows that, compared to 50% MGal10, R10 generates nonlamellar phases for a smaller range of membrane compositions.

The ability of MGal10 samples to generate both the positive and negative curvature components essential for negative Gaussian curvature is remarkable considering that the molecular structures of MGal polypeptides are substantially different from other known CPPs, which utilize specific amounts of arginine, lysine, and hydrophobicity to generate similar curvatures. As with other cationic peptides, the high net positive charge of MGal10 samples will promote negative membrane curvature, since membrane wrapping maximizes the association between a cationic peptide and an anionic membrane. Unlike conventional arginine based CPPs, however, MGal10 samples cannot induce positive membrane curvature through multivalent H-bonding interac-
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tions with membrane components. Instead, we propose that positive curvature arises from constraining the sterically demanding monosaccharides at the lipid membrane, which does not occur with the smaller cationic groups of $M^4$ samples. The volume excluded by the interfacially localized, bulky hydrophobic cations of $M^6$ samples can lead to molecular crowding, similar to that observed for concentrated membrane bound proteins, that produces a positive curvature strain on the membrane along the polypeptide chain. A similar mechanism for cell penetration may be involved in certain insect antimicrobial peptides that are known to be highly glycosylated. Since substantial negative Gaussian curvature is generated over a wide range of $M^6$ compositions, the glycosylated methionine sulfonium groups in these samples appear to be more potent at generating positive membrane curvature compared to the guanidinium groups in poly(arginine).

The differences in phase behavior observed between 100% $M^6_{10}$ and 50% $M^6_{10}$ arise from molecular replacement of glycosylated methionine sulfonium cations with hydrophobic methionine groups. In other CPPs, this type of substitution (cationic to hydrophobic) typically results in increased negative Gaussian curvature generation, but with a concomitant increase in cytotoxicity. Here, in 50% $M^6_{10}$ we also observed increased capacity for negative Gaussian curvature generation, but with an unprecedented decrease in cytotoxicity. This result may be due to the low hydrophobicity of methionine, which is similar to that of alanine in the Eisenberg hydrophobicity scale.

In any case, our results exemplify how the essential interactions responsible for membrane permeation can be reproduced and improved without using arginine, by starting with unconventional functionalities in molecular transporters. The sterically demanding glycosylated methionine sulfonium groups found in $M^6$ and $M^{10}$ have been identified as a new design motif for creating potent CPPs that transcend the current guanidinium template, and emphasize the generality of curvature generation by molecular transporters as a means to enable their uptake into cells. The reinvention of CPPs using this new motif shows potential for the creation of new CPPs that are highly potent, yet also potentially safe.

## METHODS

### Preparation of Polypeptides.

All $\alpha$-amino acid N-carboxyanhydride (NCA) monomers were synthesized and polymerized using previously described protocols. l-Methionine NCA (Met NCA) was prepared by phosgenation and purified by anhydrous column chromatography. Poly(l-methionine) (poly(Met)) samples, $M_m$ and 100% methylated, alkylated, and benzylated derivatives ($M^4_{60}, M^6_{60}$ and $M^{10}_{60}$) were prepared by polymerization of Met NCA using (PMe$_3$)$_4$Co initiator in anhydrous THF or DMF, and then samples were alkylated as described elsewhere using anhydrous column chromatography. 16 Poly(l-methionine) (poly(Met)) samples, $M_m$ and 100% methylated, alkylated, and benzylated derivatives ($M^4_{60}, M^6_{60}$ and $M^{10}_{60}$) were prepared by polymerization of Met NCA using (PMe$_3$)$_4$Co initiator in anhydrous THF or DMF, and then samples were alkylated as described previously. Molecular weights of different poly(Met) were determined by $^1$H NMR after end-capping samples with $\alpha$-methoxy-$\omega$-isocyanatoethyl-poly(ethylene glycol)$_{22}$ as previously described (see Table S1). Poly(l-homoarginine), $R_n$, was prepared as previously described via polymerization of N$_2$-carboxybenzyl-l-lysine NCA using (PMe$_3$)$_4$Co initiator in THF, followed by deprotection with 33% HBr/ACOH in TFA at 0°C, and then guanylation using 3,5-dimethylpyrazole-1-carboxamidine nitrate in aqueous 1 M NaOH. The guanylation efficiency was >95% determined by $^1$H NMR. Polypeptide molecular weight and polydispersity were determined by GPC/LS, and $^1$H NMR of samples end-capped with poly(ethylene glycol)$_{22}$ as described above. Data for the samples used in our experiments are as follows: $R_{exp} M_n = 1850, M_n/M_m = 1.09$; and $R_{exp} M_n = 17,310, M_n/M_m = 1.11$. Nona-arginine, $R_n$ and 100% fluoroscein labeled $R_n$ monodisperse peptides were obtained from AnaSpec and were used as received.

### MTS Cell Proliferation Assay.

The MTS cell proliferation assay (CellTiter 96 AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation Assay) was used to quantify any cytotoxic effects of the various polypeptides. The cytotoxicity of the polypeptides was evaluated using HeLa and PC3 cells. Prior to the experiment, 96-well tissue culture plates were seeded at a density of 4 x 10$^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for HeLa cells and 6 x 10$^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for PC3 cells. The polypeptides were prepared in serum-free medium, which lacked FBS, penicillin, and streptomycin, and the polypeptide concentrations were varied. After aspirating the original medium from each well, 100 µL of the prepared medium containing the polypeptides was added to each well and incubated for 5 h in a humidified environment (37°C, 5.0% CO$_2$). Following the incubation period, the medium containing polypeptides was aspirated. Subsequently, 20 µL of the MTS reagent was added to each well, and the plate was incubated for an additional 1 h. Cell viability relative to control wells (cells incubated in medium without polypeptides) was quantified by reading the visible light absorbance values at 490 and 700 nm with an Infinite F200 plate reader (Tecan Systems Inc., San Jose, California).

### Cellular Uptake Experiments.

HeLa and PC3 cells were seeded onto eight-well chambered coverglass units using a cell density of 4 x 10$^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for HeLa cells and 6 x 10$^4$ cells/cm$^2$ for PC3 cells. FITC-labeled polypeptides (ca. 1 mol % label per residue) were diluted in serum-free medium to a concentration of 0.03 mM amino acid. The cells were then incubated with the polypeptides in serum-free medium for 1 or 5 h in a 37°C humidified atmosphere with 5% CO$_2$. Following this incubation, the medium was aspirated, and the cells were washed with PBS to remove any polypeptides that were not internalized before the confocal images were taken. Experiments comparing polypeptides of different chain lengths were normalized by use of equivalent amino acid molar concentrations rather than numbers of polypeptide chains.

### Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (LSCM).

LSCM images were taken on a Leica Inverted TCS-SP1MP spectral confocal and multiphoton microscope (Heidelberg, Germany) equipped with an argon laser (476 and 488 nm blue excitation: JDS Uniphase), a diode laser (DPSS; 561 nm yellow-green excitation: Melles Griot), a helium–neon laser (633 nm red excitation), and a two-photon laser setup consisting of a Spectra-Physics Millenia X 532 nm green diode pump laser and a Tsunami Ti-sapphire picosecond pulsed infrared laser tuned at 768 nm for UV excitation. All fluorescence images were obtained using laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM), where the images are composed of 0.62 µm thickness, individual z-slices of the samples taken from within the cell bodies. While image brightness is not directly comparable between different figures, the LSCM instrument settings were always the same within each figure, allowing meaningful comparisons of fluorescence brightness in any given figure.

### SAXS Experiments.

Polypeptide and peptide stock solutions were prepared by dissolving the molecules in 100 mM NaCl. Lipids were thoroughly mixed with polypeptides at specific polypeptide to lipid ratios (P/L) in 100 mM NaCl. Sample solutions were hermetically sealed in quartz-glass capillaries (Hilgenberg GmbH, Mark-tubes, code no.: 4017515). Synchrotron SAXS experiments were conducted at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (BL 4-2). Monochromatic
X-rays with 9 keV energy were used. Scattering was collected using a Rayonix MX225-HE detector (pixel size 73.2 µm). Samples were also measured at the California NanoSystems Institute (CNSI) at UCLA. A compact light source (Forvis Technologies, Inc.) was used with a mar345 image plate detector (pixel size 150 µm). Identical samples were prepared and measured at different times and multiple sources to ensure consistency between samples. The 2D SAXS powder patterns were integrated using the Nika 1.48 package (http://usaxs.xray.aps.anl.gov/sta/fiavsky/nika.html) for Igor Pro 6.21 and FIT2D (www.esrf.eu/computing/scientific/FIT2D/).
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